
Monday a.m. -- November 7, 2022

From Chris Temple - Editor/Publisher --

Greetings!

At the just-concluded Money Show in Orlando, among the old friends,
colleagues and covered companies on hand was Amex Exploration
and its C.E.O./President Victor Cantore and I.R. director Wanda
Cutler.

Of course, we all wanted to learn about Amex's plans for the potential
timing of a resource estimate (the mid-way point of 2023 or a bit later,
Victor reminded me, as I already suggested in my recent Precious
Metals issue.) That, of course, remains a premiere exploration story in
the gold space.

But even more I wanted to get up to speed on another of Victor's
companies: Vision Lithium (TSXV-VLI; OTCQB-ABEPF), which is
started now as a Speculative BUY.

It closed strongly last week, at C15.5 cents/share (US11.5
cents/share). But despite Friday's sharp gain, VLI shares remain well
below their highs of the last couple years.

Other than uranium over the last couple years or so, we've also made
HUGE money on lithium-related stocks: Piedmont and Frontier. Both
remain BUYS and both have some great days ahead of themselves.
In the next regular issue, I'll have comments on both.

I've been looking for other elite battery metals stories to add; and a
few others are at the top of my shopping list. But after spending a lot
of time on Vision with Victor in Orlando (he is that company's
Chairman) it's the one I feel most urgently that I want to pull the trigger
on.



Cantore and his crew have been acquiring a few very prospective
lithium projects, attempting to capitalize not only on the bullish
tailwinds for that key substance but also on Canada's fostering of
that industry.

At THIS PAGE you can see some of the company's recent news: on
new acquisitions as well as some early and encouraging exploration
news, especially on its Cadillac Project. I'm very much of a mind that
Vision has the potential for pivotal news on a few different fronts in the
months ahead; and I have confidence in Victor as well. As things
move--and as lithium-related equities recover from the funk of recent
months--I think Vision could give us outsized gains.

I'll soon have more detailed comments. For now, I suggest you
REGISTER HERE for an online webinar tomorrow featuring
several different lithium-related companies, and hosted by PI
Financial.

Vision specifically will be featured at 2:20 p.m. Eastern time (so this
doesn't conflict with my own two gigs tomorrow you already know
about!)

_______________________

My timing certainly wasn't perfect getting back into UNG and BOIL this
go-round as during the couple times prior. But happily (at least for us
investment-wise; it's another matter how much ALL our utility bills will
be rising) natural gas has spurted back strongly the last few
trading days.



This morning it's back around $7.00/mcf, up another 9% and now 35%
or so above its exaggerated low of about 2 weeks ago. That low, as I
said recently, came as seemingly every conceivable bearish factor
(near-term anyway) coalesced.

But forecasts of colder weather finally in much of the US has
shorts covering their bets, so many traders here having all
shifted to the same side of the proverbial boat in recent days.
How much more of a rally we're going to get remains to be seen,
though I think we might still get some.

Given, however, this sharp rally I am going to a HOLD on both BOIL
and UNG. No new money should be put here for now until we see
how much staying power this move will have, etc...something I'll be
attempting to flesh out quickly.

All the best,

Chris Temple -- Editor/Publisher

"You can get information anywhere...but here, you get
KNOWLEDGE!"


